
 

 

Letter of Registration and 
Return 

March - April 2015 
 

 

 



Unto Their Imperial Majesties, and to all unto these letters come do I, Baron 

Sebastian Javier de la Cruz, Imperial Sovereign of Arms, send greetings. 

 

This is the Official Letter of Registration and Return for the months of March and 

April, 2015. 

 

Reports were received from the following chapters: 

 

Albion-Rayonne, Alhambra, Auroch’s Fjord, Constantinople, Connacht, 

Drachetor, Esperance, Gloucester, Glynmore, Konigsberg, Malta, Monaco, 

Murrisk, Somerset  

 

The following chapters did not send in reports: 

 

Altland, Bisqaia, Brandenburg, Brunico, Cashel, Chesapeake, Cyprus, 

Lancaster, Pembroke, Raven’s Fjord, Roanoke, Terre Neuve, Thinaria,  

Umbria, Varheim, Wolfendorf, York  

 

In this LoRR we have one chapter whose primary arms are being retired and 

inducted to the Historical Estates, one correction, three transfers, fifteen releases, 

seventeen new registrations, and only three returns. 

 

On the subject of the arms being inducted in to the Historical Estates, as of the 

publishing of this LoRR, any and all arms previously registered under the Shire of 

Tyr-Lynn shall be retired.  The arms of select local estates and the populace of 

Tyr-Lynn shall have their devices transferred in to the Shire of Konigsberg.   

 

As this is not a new Shire, but rather a rename of an existing chapter, no official 

transfer request needed to be received by the College of Arms.  All existing Tyr-

Lynn owned arms will be automatically listed under the name of the Shire of 

Konigsberg. 

 

Now, on to the registrations! 

 

In Service to the Empire, 

 

Baron Sebastian Javier de la Cruz 
Baron Imperial & Royal 

Imperial sovereign of arms 
 



Protected: 
 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Device      
Or, flaunched Gules, a sheaf of eleven spears Sable enfiled of a 

crown Argent. 

(As protected arms and an Historical Estate, the arms of Tyr-
Lynn are hereby permanently protected and owned by the College of Arms as 
a part of the history of the Adrian Empire.  These arms, though owned by the 
College of Arms, may be displayed by any and all who wish to do so in 
memory of the Shire of Tyr-Lynn.) 

 
Corrections: 

 

Adrian Empire 
 

Imperial Archery Guild 

Device      
Quarterly Gules and Or, a gauntlet maintaining three arrows 

bendwise sinister Argent. 

(ISOA Note: In the previous LoRR, this device was registered as 
“Quarterly Gules and Or, a cubit arm habited maintaining three arrows 
bendwise sinister Argent.”  This corrects the registration error.) 

 
Released: 

 

Tyr-Lynn 
 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Device      
Or, flaunched Gules, a sheaf of seven spears Sable surmounted 

by a crown Argent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
Or, flaunched Gules. 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
Gules, a winged sword inverted Or. 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
Argent, a pheon Azure. 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
Gules, a bee volant Or. 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
Gules, a pheon Or. 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
[Fieldless] A fireball Sable enflamed Proper. 

 

 

 

 

Estate of Tyr-Lynn 

Badge      
[Fieldless] A pillar bendy Gules and Or. 

 

 

 

 



Canton of Edinburgh 

Device      
Argent, a bend sinister Azure between two demi-lozenges Vert 

all within a border Azure. 

 

 

 

Canton of Raven’s Pike 

Device      
Sable, a chevron Gules between in chief a raven displayed and 

in base a halberd Argent. 

 

 

 

Haus der Bogneschutze 

Device      
Per chevron Azure and Vert, on a chevron Gules fimbriated 

Argent between three swords Or, five arrows palewise Argent. 

 

 

 

Haus der Bogneschutze 

Badge      
Gules, a sword bendwise Or surmounted by an arrow bendwise 

sinister Argent. 

 

 

 

 

Transferred: 
 

Albion-Rayonne 
 

Transfer From: Alistrina Bhallach Amrgosso 

Transfer To: House Sable Seahorse 

Device       
Per bend tierced per fess counterchanged Azure and Argent, 

overall a seahorse Sable.   

 

 

 

 



Auroch’s Fjord 
 

Transfer From: House Firestorm 

Transfer To: Dama Antonia Lopez-Hawk 

Device       
Sable, a flame Or and a chief engrailed Gules. 

 

 

Constantinople 
 

Transfer From: House deAcmd 

Transfer To: Barony of Hartwood 

Device       
Or, a stag rampant Sable collared of a crown Or. 

 

 

 
Registered: 

 

Adrian Empire 
 

Imperial Archer’s Guild 

Badge     00-06   
[Fieldless] An arrow inverted surmounting an annulet Argent. 

 

 

 

Imperial Archer’s Guild 

Badge     00-06   
[Fieldless] An arrow inverted surmounting an annulet Or. 

 

 

 

Albion-Rayonne 
 

Kel-Valore 

Device    1532  
Sable, a chevron inverted Gules, in chief a wolf rampant Or and 

in base a Skull de Mortis Argent. 



Ricchar Terrien the Goth 

Device    5499  
Per saltire Azure and Sable, a drakkar within a border 

embattled Argent. 

 

 

 

Robert La Croix 

Badge     5307  
[Fieldless] A horse rearing Gules. 

 

 

 

Robert La Croix 

Badge     5307  
[Fieldless] A tau cross Argent. 

 

 

 

Alhambra 
 

Griffen Ulfhrafn  

Device    7161  
Sable, a marten passant reguardant Argent. 

 

 

 

 

Constantinople 
 

Kraxen Sepioglu Thraxus 

Badge     7587  
Purpure, a bat displayed within a border Or. 

 

 

 

Glynmore 
 

Ellis McDonough 

Badge     3118  
[Fieldless] A bear rampant contourne Argent, armed and 

langued Or. 



Ellis McDonough 

Badge     3118  
Argent, a bear rampant contourne Sable, armed and langued 

Gules. 

 

 

Konigsberg 
 

Shire of Konigsberg  

Device    52-00  
Per fess dancetty of three Sable and Argent, a chevronelle 

enhanced Argent. 

 

 

Murrisk 
 

Baela Parmoloche  

Device    5245  
Or, a mermaid embowed, sinister arm raised, Sable. 

 

 

 

 

Eenna Parmoloche  

Device    4868  
Purpure, a swan volant contourne bendwise Or. 

 

 

 

 

Luvian Parmoloche  

Device    4867  
Per bend sinister Sable and Purpure, an equal armed cross 

within and conjoined to an annulet Argent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stirling 
 

Guillermo Llosa  

Device    8569  
Quarterly Gules and Or, in bend sinister two horses heads 

caboshed Azure. 

 

 

 

 

Raven 

Device    7725  
Argent, a crow, wings elevated, and on a chief Sable three 

trefoils Argent. 

 

 

 

Varheim 
 

Barony of Belicus Apri  

Device    75-01  
Per pale Gules and Sable, a medusa’s head Argent. 

 

 

 
 

Returned: 
 

Albion-Rayonne 
 

Angus Laurence 

Device      6593    
Gules, in fess a wolf rampant contourne and a cat rampant Argent, in base a 

serpent embowed Or. 

[ISOA Note: Violation of the rules on Slot Machine heraldry {X.D.1-3}. When 
three or more charges are placed on a field without directly interacting, or are 
of equal weight, it is considered slot machine heraldry.  This is not a period 
practice.  Suggest using only a cat or only a wolf instead of one of each.] 
 
 



Alhambra 
 

Garran 

Device      7965    
Argent, a tree blasted and eradicated within a bordure Vert semy of a spoon 

and dagger crossed in saltire Argent.   

[ISOA Note: While not technically a violation of the rules of display to semy 
crossed charges like this, the use of semy on the border creates a problem 
with being identifiable.  From a distance, the spoon and dagger would be 
extremely difficult to identify.  Even on the submission form, they are 
difficult to identify.  I suggest a redraw or a reconsideration on a semy of 
crossed charges.] 
 

Murrisk 
 

Balfor Parmaloche 

Device      5244    
Purpure, a griffin seagrant Gules, armed Or, fimbriated Argent. 

[ISOA Note: Violation of the fimbriation rules {VII.D.1}.  Only simple 
geometric charges, such as straight-edged crosses, roundels, or lozenges may 
be fimbriated.  Suggest splitting the field to be Purpure and Or, or Purpure 
and Argent, such that at least 50% of the Gules of the griffin will be on a 
metal field.] 
 


